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Abstract 

Data Communication and network have changed the way business and other daily 

affair works. Now, they rely on computer network and internetwork. Computer network is 

a telecommunication channel through which we can share our data. It is also called data 

network. Security for data transmission is one of the important aspects to be considered in 

modern communication system. In this paper data that is to be transferred is sent in 

certain pattern which is embedded in the huge amount of data that can be seen by 

everyone. The effectiveness of the proposed method is described in such a way to increase 

security of data. To hide data in a binary image, no key is needed here rather this 

algorithm is based on binary tree traversal through which the bits are plotted in MSB 

(Most Significant Bit), LSB(Least Significant bit) and MIDDLE bit of a byte. The 

proposed algorithm assures the data hiding and security. 
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1. Introduction 

Security for the important data to be sent is very important. In present generation there 

are many issues that explore the security risks involved with data transmission, such as 

eavesdropping and decrypting. In Steganography the data that is to be transmitted is 

embedded in an image in a certain pattern so that the receivers only could extract the bits 

in that pattern that is impossible for the third person. 

The transformation of hidden data can be achieved through two ways: Encryption and 

Steganography. By using these two techniques security of hidden data can be increased 

[1]. This type of sending hidden data in order to make communication secretly is in 

practice since old days [2]. Encryption is a technique of data hiding in which the data is 

changed in such a way that no attacker can read it even if they copy the file or message 

[3]. Steganography is one of the popular techniques in transformation of hidden data. 

Steganography is not a new practice it was in use from the olden days [4]. Steganography 

can use some media to encrypt the data, so steganography is considered to be more safe 

compared to cryptography [5]. 

There are different techniques used in steganography. They are Linguistic 

steganography and Technical. Technical steganography uses scientific methods to hide a 

message, such as the use of invisible ink or microdots and other size-reduction methods. 

Steganography is achieved by using cover media such as Text, Audio, Video, and Digital 

Image [6]. The text stegnography is achieved by changing words of the existing text [7]. 
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The audio steganography is done through embedding data in the frames of audio file [8]. 

In video stegnography the data is embedded in the frames of a host video using different 

techniques [9]. In digital image steganography, information is sent through embedding the 

data into pixels of the image. The data or information that is to be sent secretly is 

embedded in the bits of an image and this image is called cover image [10]. This image is 

known to be stego-image [11]. The information that is to be sent is embedded in the bits 

of cover media that is not possible to achieve by the attacker. There are two more 

techniques that are similar to steganography and they are Watermarking and 

Fingerprinting [12]. 

There are different types of encrypting methods which differ with security and     

robustness [13]. There are different ways in which information can be embedded into an 

image. One of the famous techniques used in embedding message into a colored image 

was LSB and is considered to be good approach [14]. And there are many more 

algorithms that give a secured transmission by hiding data in an image [15]. 

In this paper we proposed a new technique in which bits are embedded into an image in 

the pattern of binary tree traversal. The binary (0,1) values of the data  are considered and 

embedded in  least significant bit, middle bit and most significant bit. 

 

2. Previous Work 

Image consists of pixels, each pixel consists of three bytes and each byte consists of 

eight bits that is total 24 bits. The bits to be sent are embedded in these bits in certain 

pattern. There are many techniques proposed in order to provide security and robust. 

There have been many techniques proposed in the last decade. To hide data in an image 

the simplest approach is least significant bit insertion. One of the most widely used 

techniques to hide data is in LSB (Least Significant Bit) [16] in which LSB based 

steganographic technique was used by considering an Index set(Ω) and partitioned this set 

into subsets to know steganographic capacity . 

Many algorithms were proposed for embedding bits in LSB. One of such embedding 

algorithm proposed was done through considering optimal pixel adjustment process 

(OPAP) [17] by enhancing the quality of stego image. 

The other technique used in image stegnography is based on pixel value difference [18] 

in which bits are embedded by considering the differences of the grey value of the two 

pixels in the block of a grey color image which is used as a cover image. The other such 

algorithm which used pixel value difference with long bit stream as the secret data by 

considering contiguous ranges for embedding data [19]. 

Other techniques in image stegnography are random insertion in the pixel and one of 

such algorithm is random insertion by considering data parity [20] in which red, green and 

blue colors of a pixel are taken as equation. 

There are many more techniques that are improved in order to increase security and 

robustness. Some of them are pixel mapping in order to achieve data hiding [21] in which 

rules were proposed based on the pixel intensity and its parity, based on this rules the 

embedding was done. 

The other technique used in image steganography is Labeling method. Many 

algorithms were proposed under this method. One of such algorithm concentrated on 

sequence of color by using label to the image and embedded message on certain color of 

image [22] which uses a grey image for steganography. 

There are many more techniques proposed in image steganography [23]. Among all the 

techniques, LSB (Least Significant Bit) is considered to be most advantageous [24] and 

easy to implement. 

    EXAMPLE: let us suppose the data to be sent is 100010110 

The original image data:- 
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                  10010001 00001101 11001001 

 

                  11001110 00101111 11011010 

                  11110110 01001111 11011010 

   The bits are embedded as:- 

                  10010101 00001100 11001000 

                  10010110 00001111 11001010 

                  11110111 01001111 11011010 

 

All the bits are embedded in LSB (Least Significant Bit) of the pixel of an image. In 

the proposed algorithm all the bits are embedded not only in LSB (Least Significant Bit) 

but also used MSB (Most Significant Bit), MIDDLE BIT of the pixel of an   image 

making use of maximum bits of a pixel. 

 

3. Proposed Work 

In this paper a new technique is used that consider least significant bit along with 

middle bit and most significant bit. The binary representation of data to be sent secretly is 

embedded in MSB (Most Significant Bit), LSB (Least Significant Bit) and middle bit. The 

change in MSB and middle bit makes a vast change in image, so we use a matrix called 

skip position matrix. If the bits of MSB (Most Significant Bit), LSB (Least Significant 

Bit) and middle bit are to be changed then we skip the bit and that position is saved in the 

matrix. 

                   10010101 00001101 11001001 

                    10010110 00001111 11001010 

    Now suppose we want to hide 15 bits of data i.e., 111001101100111110 

                      10010101    0000-[SKIP POSITION] 1101    11001001 

                      10010110    10001111    11001010 

      

In this technique the data to be sent is embedded in LSB (Least Significant Bit), MSB 

(Most Significant Bit) and MIDDLE BIT of each byte. Whenever the bit to be sent does 

not match with the bit in the image then the position is skipped and embedded the bit in 

the next position. The skipped position is represented in a matrix and embedded in the 

LSB‟s in the bytes in the second half of the image. 

The middle bit is to be considered as, if the byte is in even line then fifth bit of byte is 

taken to embed the data while the line of byte is odd then the bit is embedded in fourth 

position of a byte. 

                   Line 1[odd] -    10010101    0000-[SKIP POSITION] 1101    11001001 

                   Line 2[even] -   10010110    10001111    11001010 

 

                              0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

                              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

                                                   Skip matrix 
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This skip position matrix is represented using LSB algorithm. Let us embed the matrix 

bits represented above into the data below. 

         00010110 00001110 11001010          [represents first three bits of a byte] 

         10011110 00010001 11001010          [represents next three bits of a byte] 

Here zero represents that the bit at that position is not skipped and secret data is present 

at that position and one represents the bit is not embedded and skipped the position. 

In this technique three bits can be sent in a byte. Number of unused bits can be 

minimized. 

 

4. Algorithm 

There are two algorithms which are used to implement the proposed technique. 

Embedding algorithm used for hiding the bits in the image in certain pattern and 

extracting algorithm used to extract the embedded bits in the image. 

 

4.1. Embedding Algorithm 

a. Read characters from data files and convert the ASCII value into its equivalent 

binary value. 

b. Repeat step „a‟ until the terminating character is found. 

c. From the image file, read the RGB bits of a pixel. 

d. Read the total number of pixels of the image, as to use the first half for 

embedding the data to be sent and the second half is to represent the skip 

positions of the bits in pixel. 

e. Consider each LSB, MIDDLE BIT and MSB of RGB of an image. 

f. Compare the bits of the character of data file with the MSB, LSB, and MIDDLE 

BIT of RGB of the image. 

g. If the bit that is to be embedded into the image bit is same to the bit at that 

position then the bit is not skipped and considered that the secret bit is present. 

h. If the bit to be embedded into the image bit is not same to the bit at that position 

then the position of the bit are skipped and the position is saved into a matrix. 

i. Repeat step „f‟ to step „g‟ until the terminating character is found. 

j. This termination character is explicitly chosen by the sender and it may be dot (.) 

or any special character. 

k. The skipped positions matrix is now arranged in the second half bits of an image. 

l. Each successful and unsuccessful embedding of the bits is represented as 0, 1 and 

presented in LSB of the pixel.  

m. Repeat step „l‟ until all positions are represented in the second half of the image 

pixel. 

In this method we used the pixel‟s MSB, LSB and MIDDLE BIT in order to stuff the 

information to be sent by the sender. And also the pixel count is also taken in order to 

make it as two parts to represent the main data in the first part using MSB, LSB and 

MIDDLE BIT and the second half consists of skipped position where the matrix is 

embedded in LSB. 
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4.2. Extraction Algorithm 

a. Open the Stego Image file in read mode. 

b. Consider the number of pixel of the image in which first half pixels contain main 

Message and second half pixels contain skipped position representation. 

c. Initially the LSB bits of second half of the image are taken which gives the 

receiver about the skip positions of the stuffed bits. 

d. If the LSB of the pixel is 1, it means that the position is skipped and if the bit is 0, 

it means the position is not skipped. 

e. Now the first half part of the image is taken in which the bits of LSB, MSB and 

MIDDLE BIT is taken by considering the skip bits in second half of the image. 

f. Repeat the step „c‟ to step „e‟ until the termination symbol is found. 

g. The process is done and printed the values until the termination symbol is found. 

In the process of extraction, pixel count is taken. Through which the second half bits 

are extracted and skip positions are known followed by main bits extraction in the first 

half of the image bits. 

 

5. Result 
 As per observations done using the proposed algorithm there is increased encoding 

strength providing a reliable data and enhanced security. 

Table 1. Comparison of Algorithms 

Algorithm Encoding 

strength 

Security Reliability 

LSB Medium Medium High 

PROPOSED 

ALGORITHM 

High High High 

 

In Table 1, we have a comparison among LSB and the proposed algorithm on encoding 

strength, security and reliability parameters. The proposed algorithm provides about 95% 

of secured data transmission through image Steganography. 

In Figure 1, we have original image in which the bits are extracted and the proposed 

algorithm is applied. Figure 2 is stego image which is formed after implementing 

proposed algorithm on the bits of Figure 1 and this Figure is sent in order to send data 

secretly. 

 

 

 

                                                   Figure 1. Original Image 
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                                               Figure 2. Stego Image 

 

6. Conclusion 

This proposed algorithm has following advantages: 

a. Minimal changes are done in the pixels of image which a human eye cannot 

recognize. 

b. Provides a high security for the data sent. 

c. A separate key is not required in this algorithm. 

We conclude that this algorithm have been proposed using steganography as a tool to 

send data with high security and providing high safety. And can be used to send data to 

anybody throughout the world. Proposed algorithm provides a high security and the 

information is quite invisible. Provide the reliable data after decryption. 

A modification to this algorithm provides further security for the data. 
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